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We study the constraints imposed on the population and phase relaxation rates by the physical requirement
of completely positive evolution for openN-level systems. The Lindblad operators that govern the evolution of
the system are expressed in terms of observable relaxation rates, explicit formulas for the decoherence rates
due to population relaxation are derived, and it is shown that there are additional, nontrivial constraints on the
pure dephasing rates forN.2. Explicit, experimentally testable inequality constraints for the decoherence
rates are derived for three- and four-level systems, and the implications of the results are discussed for generic
ladder,L, and V systems and transitions between degenerate energy levels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the dynamics of open systems is crucial in
many areas of physics including quantum optics[1,2], quan-
tum measurement theory[3], quantum state diffusion[4],
quantum chaos[5], quantum-information processing[6], and
quantum control[7–9]. Yet, despite much effort to shed light
on these issues[3,5,10–12], many important questions re-
main.

For instance, it was recognized early by Kraus[13], Lind-
blad [14,15], and Gorini, Kossakowki, and Sudarshan[16]
that the dynamical evolution of an open system must be
completely positive1 to ensure that the state of the open sys-
tem remains physically valid at all times. Unfortunately, if
relaxation rates are introducedad hocbased on a phenom-
enological description of the system, the resulting equations
often do not satisfy this condition. For example, the
Agarwal-Redfield equations of motion for a damped har-
monic oscillator have been shown to violate complete and
even simple positivity for certain initial conditions[17]. Al-
though such master equations may provide physical solutions
in some cases, serious inconsistencies such as negative or
imaginary probabilities, unbounded solutions, and other
problems may arise.

For two-level systems the implications of the complete
positivity requirement have been studied extensively in the
literature, for example by Goriniet al., who first showed that
there are constraints on the relaxation rates in the weak cou-
pling limit [16,18], Alicki and Lendi who provided a com-

prehensive in-depth analysis of the dissipative optical Bloch
equations[12], and more recently Kimura who extended ear-
lier work by Goriniet al. to the strong coupling regime[19].
Recently, there has also been considerable research activity
on quantum Markov channels for two-level systems, moti-
vated by their importance in quantum computing and com-
munication. See, for instance, Ref.[20] for a comprehensive
analysis. A few simple higher-dimensional systems such as a
three-level V system with decay from two upper levels to a
common ground state have also been studied, for instance by
Alicki and Lendi [12].

In general, however, ensuring complete positivity of the
evolution is often neglected for open systems with more than
two (or degenerate) energy levels. For instance, the general
expressions(6.A.11) in [21] for the relaxation rates ensure
complete positivity only for two-level systems, as we shall
show. For higher-dimensional systems additional constraints
must be imposed if complete positivity is to be maintained.
One reason for this neglect of positivity constraints is that,
although the general form of the admissible generators for
quantum dynamical semigroups is known, it can be difficult
to verify whether a proposed dynamical law for an open
system is consistent with positivity requirements. The main
objective of this paper is to address this issue.

The paper is organized as follows. Starting with a purely
phenomenological description of the interaction of an open
system with its environment in terms of observable popula-
tion and phase relaxation rates—analogous to theT1 andT2
relaxation times for a two-level system—we derive a general
form for the dissipation superoperator in Sec. II. We then
explicitly demonstrate with simple examples in Sec. III that
the relaxation rates cannot be chosen arbitrarily if the evolu-
tion of the system is to be physical in the sense that it satis-
fies complete positivity. In particular, we show that the phase
relaxation rates forN.2 are correlated even in the absence
of population relaxation, i.e., there exist constraints on the
phase relaxation rates that are independent of population de-
cay. To understand the nature of these constraints we express
the empirically derived relaxation superoperator in Lindblad

*Electronic address: sgs29@cam.ac.uk
†Electronic address: a.i.solomon@open.ac.uk
1A map L acting on the algebra of bounded operatorsBsHd on a

finite-dimensional Hilbert spaceH is completely positive if the
composite mapL ^ In acting onBsHd ^ Msnd, whereMsnd is alge-
bra of complexn3n matrices andIn the identity inMsnd, is posi-
tive for anynù0.
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form (Sec. IV), and show that it can always be decomposed
into two parts, one accounting for population relaxation and
the other for pure phase relaxation processes(Sec. V). This
decomposition provides a general formula for the decoher-
ence rates induced by population decay, which is consistent
with physical expectations and evidence, andadditional
positivity constraints on the decoherence rates resulting from
pure phase relaxation forN.2.

In Sec. VI we study the implications of these additional
constraints in depth for three- and four-level systems. In par-
ticular, we use the abstract positivity constraints to derive
explicit inequality constraints for the observable decoherence
rates. Such explicit constraints are important from a theoret-
ical and practical perspective because they allow us to make
concrete, empirically verifiable predictions about the deco-
herence rates and the dynamics of the system, as we show in
Sec. VII for several common, generic three- and four-level
systems such as ladder,L, V, and tripod systems, and tran-
sitions between doubly degenerate energy levels. Experimen-
tal data consistent with positivity constraints would be sig-
nificant and would validate the chosen model for the open
system dynamics. On the other hand, if the observed relax-
ation rates for a system do not satisfy the constraints required
to ensure complete positivity, it would be a strong indication
that the model used is not sufficient to properly describe the
dynamics of the system. This does not necessarily mean that
the model is useless; it might well be adequate for some
purposes, but there will be cases where the model makes
unphysical predictions and better models, consistent with
physical constraints, are required.

II. QUANTUM LIOUVILLE EQUATION
FOR DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS

The state of anN-level quantum system is usually repre-
sented by a density operatorr acting on a Hilbert spaceH. If
the system is closed then its evolution is given by the quan-
tum Liouville equation

i"
d

dt
rstd = vH,rstdb, s1d

whereH is the Hamiltonian. Formally, the dynamics of an
open systemS that is part of a closed supersystemS+E
(possibly the entire universe) is determined by the Hamil-
tonian dynamics(1) of S+E, and the state of the subsystemS
can be obtained by taking the partial trace of the entire sys-
tem’s density operatorrS+E over the degrees of freedom of
the environmentE. Often, however, the evolution of the
(closed) supersystem is unknown or too complicated, and we
are interested only in the dynamics ofS. It is therefore useful
to define a density operatorr based on the degrees of free-
dom ofS, and describe its nonunitary evolution by amending
the quantum Liouville equation to account for the non-
Hamiltonian dynamics resulting from the interaction ofS
with the environmentE.

In this paper we restrict our attention to the(common)
case where the effect of the environmentE leads to popula-
tion and phase relaxation(decay and decoherence, respec-
tively) of the systemS, and ultimately causes it to relax to an

equilibrium state. To clearly define what we mean by the
terms population and phase relaxation, note that given an
N-dimensional quantum system we can choose a complete
orthonormal basishunl :n=1,2, . . . ,Nj for its Hilbert space
and expand its density operator with respect to this basis:

r = o
n=1

N

Frnnunlknu + o
n8.n

rnn8unlkn8u + rnn8
* un8lknuG . s2d

Although we can theoretically choose any Hilbert space ba-
sis, physically there is usually a preferred basis. Since the
interaction with the environment usually causes the system
to relax to an equilibrium state that is a statistical mixture of
its energy eigenstates,2 it is sensible to choose a suitable
basis of(energy) eigenstates of the system for modeling the
relaxation process. In this setting the diagonal elementsrnn
in the expansion Eq.(2) of r determine the populations of
the (energy) eigenstatesunl, and the off-diagonal elements
rnn8 snÞn8d are called coherences, since they distinguish
coherent superpositions of energy eigenstatesuCl
=on=1

N cnunl from statistical(incoherent) mixtures of energy
eigenstatesr=on=1

N wnunlknu.
Population relaxation occurs when the populations of the

energy eigenstates change, typically due to spontaneous
emission or absorption of quanta of energy at random times.
To account for population relaxation as a result of the inter-
action with an environment we must modify the system’s
quantum Liouville equation(1) to

ṙnnstd = −
i

"
svH,rstdbdnn − o

kÞn

gknrnnstd + o
kÞn

gnkrkkstd,

s3d

whereH represents the Hamiltonian dynamics ofS, andgkn
is the rate of population relaxation from stateunl to stateukl,
which depends on the lifetime of stateunl, and in case of
multiple decay pathways, the probability for the particular
transition, etc. Thegkn are thus by definition real and non-
negative. Population relaxation necessarily induces phase re-
laxation, and we will later derive explicit expressions for the
contribution of population relaxation to the phase relaxation
rates.

In general, phase relaxation occurs when the interaction
of the system with the environment destroys phase correla-
tions between quantum states, and thus converts coherent
superposition states into incoherent mixed states. Since co-
herence is determined by the off-diagonal elements in our
expansion of the density operator, this effect can be modeled
as decay of the off-diagonal elements ofr:

ṙknstd = −
i

"
svH,rstdbdkn − Gknrknstd, s4d

whereGkn (for kÞn) is the dephasing rate of the transition
ukl↔ unl.

2An energy eigenstate of the system is a Hilbert space wave func-
tion unl that satisfiesHunl=Enunl, whereH is the Hamiltonian of the
system.
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Hence, population and phase relaxation change the evolu-
tion of the system and force us to rewrite its quantum Liou-
ville equation as

ṙstd = −
i

"
vH,rstdb + LDfrstdg, s5d

whereLDfrstdg is the dissipation(super)operator determined
by the relaxation rates. It is convenient to note here that the
N3N density matrixrstd can be rewritten as anN2 (column)
vector, which we denote asukrstdll, by stacking its columns.
Since the commutatorvH ,rstdb and the dissipation(super-
)operatorLDfrstdg are linear operators on the set of density
matrices, we can write Eq.(5) in matrix form:

d

dt
urstdl = S−

i

"
LH + LDDurstdl, s6d

where LH and LD are N23N2 matrices representing the
Hamiltonian and dissipative parts of the dynamics, respec-

tively. Comparison with Eqs.(3) and(4) shows that the non-
zero elements ofLD are

sLDdsm,nd,sm,nd = − Gmn, mÞ n,

sLDdsm,md,sm8,m8d = + gmm, mÞ m8, s7d

sLDdsm,md,sm,md = − o k=1

kÞm

N
gkm,

where the indexsm,nd should be interpreted asm+sn−1dN.
Gmn=Gnm implies sLDdsm,nd,sm,nd=sLDdsn,md,sn,md.

For a three-level system subject to population and phase
relaxation, for instance, Eq.(7) gives a dissipation superop-
erator of the form

LD = − 3
g21 + g31 0 0 0 − g12 0 0 0 − g13

0 G12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 G13 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 G12 0 0 0 0 0

− g21 0 0 0 g12 + g32 0 0 0 − g23

0 0 0 0 0 G23 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 G13 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G23 0

− g31 0 0 0 − g32 0 0 0 g13 + g23

4 , s8d

wheregkn andGkn are the population and phase relaxation rates, respectively.

III. PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE DYNAMICAL EVOLUTION

Although Eq. (7) gives a general form for the dissipation superoperator of a system subject to population and phase
relaxation, not every superoperatorLD of this form is acceptable on physical grounds, since the density operatorrstd of the
system must remain Hermitian with non-negative eigenvalues for allt.0, and its trace must be conserved.3 It is easy to see
that the relaxation parameters in Eq.(7) cannot be chosen arbitrarily if we are to obtain a valid density operator. For instance,
it is well known in quantum optics that a two-level atom with decayu2l→ u1l at the rateg12.0 also experiences dephasing at
a rateG12ù

1
2g12 since the coherencer12 must decay with the population of the upper level in order forrstd to remain positive,

consistent with the constraints on the relaxation rates for two-level systems derived in[16,19].

3Trace conservation means that the sum of the populations of all basis states is preserved, and it is equivalent to conservation of probability.
This condition may be violated, for instance, if the total population of the system is not conserved, e.g., by atoms being ionized or mapped
outside the subspaceS or particles being lost from a trap. However, this condition is in principle not restrictive since we can usually amend
the Hilbert spaceHS by adding a subspaceB that accounts for population losses from systemS so that the total population ofS+B is
conserved under the open system evolution resulting from the interaction ofS+B with the environment.
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In higher dimensions we also expect population relaxation
from stateunl to ukl at the rategkn to induce dephasing of this
transition at the rateGknù

1
2gkn. However, forN.2 the situ-

ation is more complicated. First, a single random decayunl
→ ukl due to spontaneous emission, for instance, may affect
other transitions involving the statesukl or unl. This is per-
haps not too surprising but since it is a crucial motivation for
the following sections, we shall consider two concrete ex-
amples.

First, consider a three-level system subject to decayu2l
→ u1l at the rateg12 but no other relaxation. Suppose, for
instance, we follow formula(6.A.11) in [21] and setG12

= 1
2g12 and take all other relaxation rates to be zero. Then,

assumingH=0 for convenience, the solution of Eq.(5) for
this dissipation superoperator leads to the density matrix

rstd = 1r11 + s1 − e−tg12dr22 e−tg12/2r12 r13

e−tg12/2r21 e−tg12r22 r23

r31 r32 r33
2 , s9d

which in general is not positive fort.0. For example, the
superposition state

rs0d = uClkCu, uCl =
1
Î3

s1,1,1dT s10d

evolves under the action of this dynamical generator to a
“state” rstd which has a negative eigenvalue(i.e., negative
populations) for all t.0 as shown in Fig. 1 and is thus physi-
cally unacceptable.

Furthermore, population relaxation is not the only source
of constraints on the decoherence rates forN.2. A perhaps
more surprising observation is that, even if there is no popu-
lation relaxation at all, i.e.,gkn=0 for all k,n, and the system
experiences only pure dephasing, we cannot choose the de-
coherence ratesGkn arbitrarily. For example, settingG12Þ0
andG23=G13=0 for our three-level system gives

rstd = 1 r11 e−G12tr12 r13

e−G12tr21 r22 r23

r31 r32 r33
2 . s11d

Choosingrs0d as in Eq.(10) we again obtain a density op-
eratorrstd with negative eigenvalues(see Fig. 1). This shows
that there must be additional constraints on the decoherence
rates to ensure that the state of the system remains physical.

IV. STANDARD FORM OF DISSIPATION
SUPEROPERATORS

Significant progress toward solving the problem of find-
ing dynamical generators for open systems that ensure com-
plete positivity of the evolution operator, and hence positiv-
ity of the system’s density matrix, was made by Gorini,
Kossakowski, and Sudarshan[16] who showed that the gen-
erator of a quantum dynamical semigroup can be expressed
in the standard form

Lfrstdg = − ivH,rstdb +
1

2 o
k,k8=1

N2−1

akk8svVkrstd,Vk8
† b

+ vVk,rstdVk8
† bd, s12d

where H is the generator for the Hamiltonian part of the
evolution and theVk, k=1,2, . . . ,N2−1, are trace-zero, or-
thonormal operatorssVk,Vk8dªTrsVk

†Vk8d=dkk8 that together
with VN2= I /ÎN form a basis for the system’s Liouville
space. Furthermore, the resulting evolution operator iscom-
pletely positive if and only if the coefficient matrixa
=sakk8d is positive.

Noting that a positive matrixsakk8d has real, non-negative
eigenvaluesgk and can be diagonalized by a unitary trans-
formation, we obtain the second standard representation of
the dissipative dynamical generator, which was first derived
(independently) by Lindblad [14]:

Lfrstdg = − ivH,rstdb +
1

2 o
k=1

N2−1

gksvAkrstd,Ak
†b + vAk,rstdAk

†bd.

s13d

Yet, although the general expressions(12) and (13) have
been known for more than two decades, it is often unknown

FIG. 1. Eigenvalues of Eq.(9), left, and Eq.(11), right, for rs0d
as in Eq.(10).
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whether a proposed generator for the dissipative dynamics
for a particular model is completely positive, and some com-
mon dissipative generators have been shown not to satisfy
this condition, as in the case of the Agarwal-Redfield equa-
tions mentioned earlier. In part this may be due to the fact
that it is often very difficult in practice to express phenom-
enologically derived dissipation generators in either of the
two standard forms and hence to verify if a proposed gen-
erator satisfies complete positivity.

However, given a matrix representation for the relaxation
superoperator of the form(7), which was derived from a
purely phenomenological model based on observable decay
and decoherence rates, we can express it in standard form
(12) and transform abstract positivity requirements into con-
crete, easily verifiable constraints on the empirically observ-
able relaxation rates. For this purpose we need a basishVkj
for the Liouville space of the system. A canonical choice is
to defineN−1 diagonal matrices

Vsm,md =
1

Îm+ m2So
s=1

m

ess− mem+1,m+1D s14d

for m=1,2, . . . ,N−1, as well asN2−N off-diagonal matrices

Vsm,nd = emn, mÞ n, m,n = 1,2, . . . ,N, s15d

whereemn is anN3N matrix whose entries are zero except
for a 1 in themth row,nth column position. It is quite easy to
verify that theN2−1 operatorsVsm,nd thus defined are trace-
zeroN3N matrices that satisfy the orthonormality condition
TrsVkVk8

† d=dkk8 for any dimensionN.
Having defined the basis operatorsVk, we can now com-

pute the generators

Lkk8frstdg =
1

2
svVkrstd,Vk8

† b + vVk,rstdVk8
† bd s16d

of the dissipation superoperator(12) with respect to this ba-
sis, wherek,k8=1,2, . . . ,N2−1. Recalling thatLkk8frstdg is
equivalent toLkk8ukrstdll, where eachLkk8 is anN23N2 ma-
trix and ukrstdll is an N2-column vector, we note that any
(trace-preserving) dissipation superoperatorLD can be writ-
ten as a linear combination of these dissipation generators:

LD = o
k,k8=1

N2−1

akk8Lkk8. s17d

To compute the coefficient matrixa=sakk8d we can rewrite

theN23N2 matricesLkk8 andLD as column vectorsLW kk8 and

LW D of lengthN4, anda as a column vectoraW of length sN2

−1d2, and solve the linear equationLW D=AaW whereA is an

N43 sN2−1d2 matrix whose columns are theLW kk8. This ma-
trix equation has a solution for any trace-zero Liouville op-
erator since the columns ofA span the space of trace-zero
Liouville operators of the system. This procedure allows us
in principle to express any(trace-preserving) dissipation su-
peroperator in the standard form(12), and to verify whether
it generates a completely positive evolution operator by
checking the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrixsakk8d.

However, in practice this is not very efficient, especially for
large N. Instead, we would like to be able to express the
coefficientsakk8 directly in terms of observable relaxation
rates. This is the aim of the following sections.

V. DECOMPOSITION OF RELAXATION
SUPEROPERATOR

We now use Eq.(17) to show that the relaxation superop-
erator of anyN-level system subject to both population and
phase relaxation processes can be decomposed into a part
associated with population relaxation processes and another
accounting for pure decoherence. To this end, we introduce
two types of decoherence ratesGmn

p andGmn
d for decoherence

due to population relaxation and pure phase relaxation
(dephasing), respectively, and require thatGmn=Gmn

p +Gmn
d .

If we have population relaxationunl→ uml at the rate
gmnù0 for m,n=1,2, . . . ,N (with gmm=0), then settingakk
=gmn for k=m+sn−1dN and akk8=0 otherwise in Eq.(17)
leads to a dissipation superoperator

LD
p = o

m,n=1

N

gmnLsm,nd,sm,nd. s18d

Inserting Eq.(16) for Lsm,nd,sm,nd with k=m+sn−1dN andVk

as in Eqs(14) and (15), we obtain

sLD
p dsm,md,sm,md = − o

k=1,kÞm

N

gkm,

sLD
p dsm,md,sm8,m8d = gmm8, mÞ m8

sLD
p dsm,nd,sm,nd = −

1

2o
k=1

N

sgkm+ gknd, mÞ n,

which agrees with the general form Eq.(7) of the relaxation
superoperator, yields the correct population relaxation rates,
and suggests that the dephasing rates due to population re-
laxation are given by

Gmn
p =

1

2o
k=1

N

sgkm+ gknd, mÞ n, s19d

i.e., that thedecay-induced decoherenceof the transition be-
tween statesunl anduml is one-half of the sum over all decay
rates from either of the two statesuml or unl to any other
state. Finally, inserting

Gmn= Gmn
d +

1

2o
k=1

N

sgkm+ gknd, mÞ n, s20d

into Eq. (7) and solving Eq.(17) shows that the dissipation
superoperatorLD of the system decomposes,LD=LD

p +LD
d ,

with LD
p given by Eq.(18) and
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LD
d = o

m,m8=1

N−1

asm,md,sm8,m8dLsm,md,sm8,m8d. s21d

Thus, givenLD and the population relaxation ratesgmn of the
system, we can computeLD

d =LD−LD
p and determine the co-

efficientsbmm8ªasm,md,sm8,m8d in Eq. (21) by rewriting the su-

peroperatorsLD
d andLsm,md,sm8,m8d as column vectorslW andlWk,

respectively, defining a matrixB whose columns are given

by lWk, and settingbW =B−1lW whereB−1 denotes the pseudoin-
verse ofB. However, note that the matrixB has only sN
−1d2 instead ofsN2−1d2 columns, and we can eliminate all

zero rows. The resulting coefficient vectorbW can be rear-
ranged into ansN−1d3 sN−1d coefficient matrixb=sbmm8d
that depends only on the pure dephasing ratesGmn

d . Further-
more, the requirement of positivity of the coefficient matrix
sakk8d in Eq. (12) now reduces to the(much simpler) require-
ment that thesN−1d3 sN−1d matrix sbmm8d be positive
semidefinite.

It is important to note that our formula(19) for the con-
tribution of population relaxation to the overall decoherence
rates, obtained solely by imposing the physical constraint of
complete positivity on the evolution of the system, agrees
with the expressions given, for instance, by Shore[22] for
the general Bloch equations ofN-level atoms subject to vari-
ous dissipative processes, but our general expression for the
dissipation superoperator covers systems subject to both
population decay and pure dephasing processes, and implies
the existence of nontrivial constraints on the pure dephasing
rates of the system forN.2. In the following sections, we
shall analyze these constraints in detail forN=3 andN=4.

VI. CONSTRAINTS ON THE PURE
DEPHASING RATES

A. Three-level systems

Expanding the relaxation superoperator(8) for a three-
level system with respect to the basis

Vs1,1d =
1
Î2

se11 − e22d,

Vs2,2d =
1
Î6

se11 + e22 − 2e33d, s22d

Vsm,nd = emn, m,n = 1,2,3,mÞ n,

whereemn is the 333 matrix whose entries are zero except
for a 1 in themth row, nth column position—which corre-
sponds to the canonical basis(14) and (15) for N=3, yields
an 838 coefficient matrixsakk8d whose nonzero entries are
akk=gmn for k=m+3sn−1d and mÞn, as well as
asm,md,sm8,m8d=bmm8, where

and the pure dephasing ratesGmn
d are defined by Eq.(20).

Noting that the pseudoinverse of the matrixB is

1
1

2
0

1

2
0 0 0

1

2Î3

1
Î3

1

2Î3
−

1
Î3

0 0

1

2Î3
0 −

1

2Î3
0

1
Î3

−
1
Î3

−
1

6

1

3
−

1

6

1

3

1

3

1

3

2
we obtain

b11 = G12
d ,

b22 = s− G12
d + 2G13

d + 2G23
d d/3, s23d

b12 = b21 = sG13
d − G23

d d/Î3.

Therefore, the coefficient matrixsakk8d of the relaxation su-
peroperatorLD will be positive semidefinite if and only if
gmnù0 and the real symmetric 232 matrix

Sb11 b12

b21 b22
D

has non-negative eigenvalues. The second condition is
equivalent to

b11 + b22 ù 0, b11b22 ù b12
2 . s24d

Substituting Eq.(23), these conditions become

0 ø G12
d + G13

d + G23
d ø 2ÎG12

d G13
d + G12

d G23
d + G13

d G23
d .

s25d

This double inequality provides upper and lower bounds for
the pure dephasing rates of the system. As expected we can
also show that each relaxation rate must be non-negative
since the second inequality is of the formfa+sb+cdg2
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ø4fasb+cd+bcg, which can be rewritten asa2+sb−cd2

ø2asb+cd, and the first inequality impliesa+b+cù0,
which shows thataù0 and b+cù0, and by symmetry of
a,b,c requires thatG12

d , G13
d andG23

d be non-negative. Hence,
we can rewrite(25) as follows:

sÎGb − ÎGcd2 ø Ga ø sÎGb + ÎGcd2, s26d

whereha,b,cj is any permutation of{12, 13, 23}.
Note that the choiceG12

d .0 andG13
d =G23

d =0, which cor-
responds to the second example in Sec. III if there is no
population relaxation, clearly violates(26), which explains
why it results in nonphysical evolution. We also see that
allowed choices include, for instance,G12

d =G23
d .0 andG13

d

=0.
In general,(26) shows that pure dephasing in a three-level

system always affects more than one transition. Furthermore,
if two of the pure dephasing rates are equal, sayGd, then the
third rate must be between 0 and 4Gd. For instance, consider
a triply degenerate atomic energy level with basis statesum
=0l and um= ±1l. If G−1,0

d =G0,1
d then 0øG−1,1

d ø4G0,1
d , i.e.,

the decoherence rate of the transition between the outer
states can be at most 4G0,1

d . But note in particular that it could
be zero even if the decoherence rate between adjacent states
is nonzero.

B. Four-level systems

If we expand the relaxation superoperatorLD for a four-
level system as discussed in Sec. V with respect to the stan-
dard basis(14) and(15), we again obtain a coefficient matrix
sasm,nd,sm8,n8dd whose nonzero entries areasm,nd,sm,nd=gmn for
mÞn, as well asasm,md,sm8,m8d=bmm8 with b11, b12, b21 andb22

as in Eq.(23), b31=b13, b32=b23, and

b13 = Î6s− G13
d + 3G14

d + G23
d − 3G24

d d/12,

b23 = Î2s− 2G12
d + G13

d + 3G14
d + G23

d + 3G24
d − 6G34

d d/12,

s27d

b33 = s− G12
d − G13

d + 3G14
d − G23

d + 3G24
d + 3G34

d d/6.

Since the reduced coefficient matrixb=sbmm8d is a real, sym-
metric 333 matrix, necessary and sufficient conditions for it
to be positive semidefinite are[23]

b11 ù 0, b11b22 ù b12
2 , detsbd ù 0. s28d

The first two of these conditions are equivalent to(24). Thus,
the pure dephasing rates for a four-level system must satisfy
(25) and (26), and the new constraint detsbdù0, or

b11b22b33 + 2b12b13b23 ù b11b23
2 + b22b13

2 + b33b12
2 . s29d

Unfortunately, inserting Eqs.(23) and(27) into this inequal-
ity does not yield a nice form for the additional constraint.

We can obtain a more symmetric form of the constraints
by choosing a slightly different operator basis:

Vs1,1d8 =
1

2
se11 − e22 + e33 − e44d,

Vs2,2d8 =
1

2
se11 − e22 − e33 + e44d,

Vs3,3d8 =
1

2
se11 + e22 − e33 − e44d,

Vsm,nd8 = emn, m,n = 1,2,3,4, mÞ n. s30d

The Vsm,nd8 are trace-zero matrices that differ from the stan-
dard operator basis only in the choice of the diagonal gen-
erators and also form an orthonormal basis for the trace-zero
Liouville operators of the system. However, expandingLD
with respect to this basis(30) gives a more symmetric coef-
ficient matrixb8 with nonzero entries:

b118 = Gtot
d − sG13

d + G24
d d,

b228 = Gtot
d − sG14

d + G23
d d,

b338 = Gtot
d − sG12

d + G34
d d,

b128 = b218 = sG12
d − G34

d d/2,

b138 = b318 = sG14
d − G23

d d/2,

b238 = b328 = sG13
d − G24

d d/2, s31d

where Gtot
d = 1

2on=2
4 om=1

n−1 Gmn
d is half the sum of all the pure

dephasing rates. Since the eigenvalues of the coefficient ma-
trix are independent of the operator basis,b8 has the same
eigenvalues asb. Furthermore, necessary conditions forb8 to
have non-negative eigenvalues are4

b11 ù 0, b22 ù 0, b33 ù 0, s32d

b11b22 ù b12
2 , b11b33 ù b13

2 , b22b33 ù b23
2 . s33d

Inserting(31) into (32) and (33) yields

G13
d + G24

d ø G12
d + G14

d + G23
d + G34

d ,

G14
d + G23

d ø G12
d + G13

d + G24
d + G34

d , s34d

G12
d + G34

d ø G13
d + G14

d + G23
d + G24

d ,

as well as

sG14
d + G23

d − G13
d − G24

d d2 ø 4G12
d G34

d ,

sG12
d + G34

d − G13
d − G24

d d2 ø 4G14
d G23

d , s35d

4To see that these conditions are necessary note thatb11ù0 and
b11b22ùb12

2 implies b22ù0. Inserting b12=b23=b13=0 into (29)
yields b11b22b33ù0 and henceb33ù0; insertingb12=b23=0 yields
b22sb11b33−b13

2 dù0, and b12=b13=0 yields b11sb22b33−b23
2 dù0.

However, these conditions are not sufficient since settingb11=b22

=b33=b12=b23=1 andb13=−1, for instance, satisfies both(32) and
(33) but gives detsbd=−4 and thus violates(28).
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sG12
d + G34

d − G14
d − G23

d d2 ø 4G13
d G24

d ,

which can be written simply as

ub − cu ø a ø b + c, sb − cd2 ø 4xy s36d

if ha,b,cj is a permutation of the sethG12
d +G34

d ,G13
d

+G24
d ,G14

d +G23
d j and we letx and y be the summands ofa,

e.g., if a=G12
d +G34

d then x=G12
d and y=G34

d . Settinga=x+y
shows in particular that 0øx+y and 0ø4xy and thusx,y
ù0, from which we can conclude especially thatGmn

d ù0 for
all m, n.

In certain cases these constraints can be simplified. For
instance, if the pure dephasing rates for transitions between
adjacent states are equal, i.e.,G12

d =G23
d =G34

d =G1
d, as one

might expect, for example, for a system consisting of the
basis states of a fourfold-degenerate energy level, and we set
G2

d= 1
2sG13

d +G24
d d then(34) yields the following bounds on the

decoherence rateG14
d :

maxh2G2
d − 3G1

d,G1
d − 2G2

d,0j ø G14 ø G1
d + 2G2

d s37d

and combined with the second inequality of(35) we obtain
0øG2

dø4G1
d, and thusG14

d ø9G1
d and G13

d ,G24
d ø8G1

d. If we
further assume that the pure dephasing rates for transitions
between next-to-nearest neighbor states are equal as well,
i.e., G13

d =G14
d =G2

d, then we obtainG13
d =G24

d ø4G1
d. Hence, for

a system whose pure dephasing rates depend only on the
“distance” between the states, the former are bounded above
by

Gnk
d ø sn − kd2G1

d, s38d

where G1
d=Gn,n+1

d is the dephasing rate for transitions be-
tween adjacent sites.

In this special case we can compare the constraints ob-
tained from our necessary conditions with the necessary and
sufficient conditions(28). InsertingGnk

d =Gun−ku
d , into Eq.(31)

yields

b118 =
1

2
s3G1

d − 2G2
d + G3

dd,

b228 =
1

2
sG1

d + 2G2
d − G3

dd,

b338 =
1

2
s− G1

d + 2G2
d − 3G1

dd,

b128 = b218 = 0,

b138 = b318 =
1

2
sG3

d − G1
dd,

b238 = b328 = 0, s39d

and the necessary and sufficient conditions(28) become

G3
d ù 2G2

d − 3G1
d,

G3
d ø 2G2

d + G1
d, s40d

G1
dG3

d ù sG1
d − G2

dd2.

If G1
d=0 then G3

d=2G2
d=0. Otherwise, we can multiply the

second inequality byG1
d and combine it with the third, which

leads toG1
ds2G2

d+G1
ddù sG1

d−G2
dd2 and simplifies toG2

dø4G1
d.

Inserting this result in the first inequality givesG3
dø9G1

d, i.e.,
the necessary conditions(38) are also sufficient.

VII. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

We now apply the results of the previous sections to sev-
eral types of generic three- and four-level atoms. The objec-
tive in each case is to derive a proper relaxation superopera-
tor, which is consistent with both experimental data and
positivity constraints, and to discuss the implications of the
latter constraints. Although the emphasis is on atomic sys-
tems, the results generally apply to molecular or solid state
systems with similar level structures as well.

A. Generic three-level atoms

Let us first consider the general case of a generic three-
level system subject to arbitrary population and phase relax-
ation processes. Letgmn denote the observed rate of popula-
tion relaxation from stateunl to stateuml for m, n=1,2,3 and
mÞn, and letG12, G23, andG13 be the observed decoherence
rates for the 1↔2, 2↔3, and 1↔3 transitions, respectively.
Then the pure dephasing rates of the system according to Eq.
(20) are

G12
d = G12 − sg21 + g31 + g12 + g32d/2,

G13
d = G13 − sg21 + g31 + g13 + g23d/2, s41d

G23
d = G23 − sg12 + g32 + g13 + g23d/2.

These dephasing rates must be non-negative and satisfy the
inequality constraints(26) for the evolution of the system to
be completely positive. Experimental data for the observed
relaxation rates that fail to satisfy these conditions should be
considered a reason for concern, and might suggest that the
physical system under investigation cannot be adequately
modeled as a three-level system, for instance.

If the dephasing rates do satisfy the necessary constraints
then a physically valid representation of the relaxation super-
operatorLD for the system in terms of the observed relax-
ation rates is

LDfrstdg = o
mÞn

gmnLmn
p frstdg + d1L1

dfrstdg + d2L2
dfrstdg,

s42d

where the elementary relaxation terms are

2Lmn
p frstdg = vVsm,ndrstd,Vsm,nd

† b + vVsm,nd,rstdVsm,nd
† b,

2Lm
d frstdg = vAmrstd,Amb + vAm,rstdAmb, s43d

with Vsm,nd as in Eq. (22), the diagonal “pure dephasing”
generators are
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A1 =
1

Î2xsx − D1d
fÎ3D2Vs1,1d + sx − D1dVs2,2dg,

A2 =
− 1

Î2xsx + D1d
fÎ3D2Vs1,1d − sx + D1dVs2,2dg, s44d

and the “effective dephasing” rates are

d1/2 = sG12
d + G13

d + G23
d ± xd/3, s45d

wherex=ÎD1
2+3D2

2, D1=2G12−G13−G23, andD2=G13−G23.

1. Ladder configurations

For a three-level atom in a ladder configuration where the
main source of population relaxation is spontaneous emis-
sion from the excited states to a stable ground state, as
shown in Fig. 2, we simply setg21=g31=g32=0 in Eqs.(41)
and (42), respectively, to obtain the correct pure dephasing
rates

G12
d = G12 − g12/2,

G13
d = G13 − sg13 + g23d/2, s46d

G23
d = G23 − sg12 + g13 + g23d/2,

and the corresponding relaxation superoperatorLD. The
decay-induced decoherence ratesGmn

p in this case satisfy the
interesting equalityG12

p +G13
p =G23

p .
This is another way of seeing that, ifg12.0 as in ex-

ample 1 considered in Sec. III, thenG23 must be at least
g12/2—recall that we showed explicitly that the naive guess
G12=g12/2 andG13=G23=0 leads to nonphysical states with
negative eigenvalues.

G13=0, on the other hand, is possible even ifg12.0 pro-
vided that stateu3l is stable. It is interesting to note, however,
that G13=0 always impliesG12=G23. If there is no pure
dephasing then this is obvious sinceG12

p =G23
p , but it is true

even if there is pure dephasing, sinceG13=0 impliesG13
d =0

and thus the inequality constraint(26) for the pure dephasing
rates impliesG12

d =G23
d .

2. L systems

For aL system for which only the decay ratesg12 andg32
are nonzero as shown in Fig. 2, the pure dephasing rates are

G12
d = G12 − sg12 + g32d/2,

G23
d = G23 − sg12 + g32d/2, s47d

G13
d = G13.

Moreover, if the lifetime of the excited state isg−1 and the
system is symmetric, i.e.,g12=g32=g /2 andG12=G23, as is
often the case, then we haveG12=G23=Gd+g /2. If Gd=0
then G13

d =0 due to(25). Otherwise, settingG13
d =aGd gives

D1=2s1−adGd, D2=−s1−adGd, x=2s1−adGd, and thus the
relaxation superoperator is simply

LDfrstdg = sg/2dhL12
p frstdg + L32

p frstdgj

+ fs4 − adGd/3gL1
dfrstdg + aGdL2

dfrstdg,

where the diagonal pure dephasing generators(44) are

A1 = A1
† = s− Î3Vs1,1d + Vs2,2dd/2,

A2 = A2
† = sVs1,1d + Î3Vs2,2dd/2. s48d

Positivity requiresgù0, 4−aù0 and aù0, or 0øG13
d

ø4Gd, in accordance with(26) and previous observations.

3. V systems

Similarly, for a V system for which only the decay rates
g21 andg23 are nonzero as shown in Fig. 2, the pure dephas-
ing rates are simply

G12
d = G12

d − g21/2,

G23
d = G23

d − g23/2, s49d

G13
d = G13

d − sg21 + g23d/2.

If the system is symmetric, i.e., both excited states have the
same lifetime g21=g23=g and G12=G23 then settingG13

d

=aGd leads to the relaxation superoperator

LDfrstdg = ghL21
p frstdg + L23

p frstdgj + fs4 − adGd/3gL1
dfrstdg

+ aGdL2
dfrstdg

with Lmnfrstdg and L1frstdg as defined in Eq.(43) and the
generatorsA1,A2 as in Eq.(48).

4. Comparison ofL and V systems

If the excited states have the same lifetimeg−1 and the
pure dephasing rateGd for transitions between the upper and
lower states is the same for theL and V configurations, then
we haveG12=G23= 1

2g+Gd in both cases, i.e., the overall de-
coherence rate for transitions between ground and excited
states is the same for both configurations. The main differ-
ence, as expected, is the decoherence rate of the 1↔3 tran-
sition, which isG13=G13

d for the L system, andG13=g+G13
d

for the V system.
Thus, if pure dephasing of the 1↔3 transition is negli-

gible then it will remain decoherence-free for theL system
but not for the V system. However, if pure dephasing is taken

FIG. 2. Three-state atoms: ladder system(left), L system(top
right), and V system(bottom right) with arrows indicatig population
decay pathways.
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into account then the transition between the degenerate
ground states of theL system may not be decoherence-free,
and comparison of the decoherence rates for both systems,
G13

L =sG13
d dL and G13

V =g+sG13
d dV, shows thatG13

L could theo-
retically even be greater thanG13

V if the pure dephasing rate
of the transition between the degenerate ground states was
greater than the decay rateg plus the pure dephasing rateG13

d

for the V system.

B. Generic four-level atoms

Again, we will first consider the general case of a generic
four-level system subject to arbitrary population and phase
relaxation processes. Letgmn denote the observed rate of
population relaxation from stateunl to state uml for m,n
=1,2,3,4 andmÞn, andGmn be the observed decoherence
rates for them↔n, transitions, as usual. Then the pure
dephasing rates of the system according to Eq.(20) are

G12
d = G12 − sg21 + g31 + g41 + g12 + g32 + g42d/2,

G13
d = G13 − sg21 + g31 + g41 + g13 + g23 + g43d/2,

G14
d = G14 − sg21 + g31 + g41 + g14 + g24 + g34d/2,

G23
d = G23 − sg12 + g32 + g42 + g13 + g23 + g43d/2,

G24
d = G24 − sg12 + g32 + g42 + g14 + g24 + g34d/2,

G34
d = G23 − sg13 + g23 + g43 + g14 + g24 + g34d/2. s50d

These dephasing rates must satisfy the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions(28) for complete positivity, and in particu-
lar the inequality constraints(34) and (35). If the data for a
given system do not appear to satisfy these conditions then
(unless the data are unreliable) it should be assumed that the
system cannot beproperly modeled as a four-level system
subject to population and phase relaxation. As mentioned in
the Introduction, such models are quite common and may
still be adequate for some purposes but can lead to nonphysi-
cal results such as states with negative eigenvalues, etc.

If the dephasing rates do satisfy the necessary constraints
then a physically valid representation of the relaxation super-
operatorLD for the system in terms of the observed relax-
ation rates is

LDfrstdg = o
mÞn

gmnLmn
p frstdg + o

m,n=1

3

bmnLmn
d frstdg, s51d

where the elementary relaxation terms are

2Lmn
p frstdg = vVsm,ndrstd,Vsm,nd

† b + vVsm,nd,rstdVsm,nd
† b,

2Lmn
d frstdg = vVsm,md8 rstd,Vsn,nd8 b + vVsm,md8 ,rstdVsn,nd8 b

s52d

with Vsm,nd8 as defined in Eq.(30), Vsm,nd=Vsm,nd8 for mÞn,
and coefficientsbmn as in Eq.(31). Note that—unlike in the
three-level case—we chosenot to diagonalize the dephasing

superoperator since the general expressions are quite compli-
cated and do not confer a significant computational advan-
tage.

1. Transition between doubly degenerate levels

The results of the last paragraph apply, for instance, to a
system consisting of two doubly degenerate energy levels
subject to population relaxation as shown in Fig. 3 and gen-
eral phase relaxation. The decay-induced decoherence rates
according to Eq.(19) are

G12
p = G23

p = sg12 + g32d/2,

G14
p = G34

p = sg14 + g34d/2,

G24
p = sg12 + g32 + g14 + g34d/2,

G13
p = 0. s53d

Thus, if all decoherence is the result of population relaxation
processes then the transition between the ground states re-
mains decoherence-free. However, if there is pure dephasing
then (36) implies sb−cd2ø4xy for a=x+y with x=G13

d , y
=G24

d , b=G12
d +G34

d c=G14
d +G23

d . Thus,x=G13
d =0 is possible if

and only if b=c. SinceG14
p +G23

p =G12
p +G34

p according to Eq.
(53), this is equivalent toG12+G34=G14+G23. Conversely, if
G12+G34ÞG14+G23 then bÞc, and we have 0, ub−cu,x
+y and 0, sb−cd2ø4xy, which impliesx.0, i.e.,G13

d .0.
Now suppose both excited states have the sameT1 relax-

ation time, i.e., the same spontaneous emission rateg, and
the relative probabilities for the possible decay pathways are
given by the absolute values of the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients of the transition. Theng12=g34=g /3 and g32=g14
=2g /3, and the decay-induced decoherence rates areG13

p =0,
G12

p =G23
p =G14

p =G34
p =g /2, andG24

p =g, as one would reason-
ably expect.

Furthermore, if the dephasing rates satisfyG12
d =G34

d = :G1
d

andG14
d =G23

d = :G2
d, as one might expect due to symmetry for

a typical system, then(36) implies especially thatsG1
d−G2

dd2

ø4G13
d G24

d . Thus, if we haveG13
d =0 then we must also have

G1
d=G2

d, and conversely, ifG1
dÞG2

d thenG13
d .0, i.e., the tran-

sition between the two ground states can remain
decoherence-free only ifG1

d=G2
d. This observation may seem

trivial but it might be a convenient way of ascertaining if the
transition between the ground states is decoherence-free or

FIG. 3. Four-state atoms: transition between doubly degenerate
energy levels(top), tripod system(bottom left), and inverted tripod
(bottom right) with arrows indicating population decay pathways.
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not by simply measuring the decoherence of the transitions
between the ground and excited states, and the decay rates of
the excited states.

Moreover, if G13=0, then we must haveG12
d =G14

d =G23
d

=G34
d = :Gd according to our previous observations. IfGd=0

as well thenG24
d =0 due to(36) and we haveLD

d frstdg=0, i.e.,
no dephasing takes place. Otherwise, settingG24

d =aGd leads
to the simplified relaxation superoperator

LDfrstdg = sg/3dhL12
p frstdg + L34

p frstdgj + s2g/3dhL32
p frstdg

+ L14
p frstdgj + s4 − adGdsvA1rstd,A1b

+ vA1,rstdA1bd/4 + aGdsvA2rstd,A2b

+ vA2,rstdA2bd/2 s54d

with A1=Vs1,1d8 , A2=s−Vs2,2d8 +Vs3,3d8 d /Î2 andLmn
p frstdg as de-

fined in Eq. (43), and Vsm,nd8 as defined in Eq.(30). Again
positivity requires 0øaø4, i.e., 0øG24

d ø4Gd, consistent
with our previous observations, and thus provides an upper
bound of 4Gd+g on the total decoherence of the transition
between the upper levels.

2. Tripod and inverted tripod systems

Another common type of four-level system is a tripod
system, i.e., a transition between a triply degenerate ground
state and a nondegenerate excited stateu4l. With population
relaxation due to spontaneous emission as indicated in Fig. 3,
the decay-induced decoherence rates according to Eq.(19)
are

G12
p = G13

p = G23
p = 0,

G14
p = G24

p = G34
p = sg14 + g24 + g34d/2. s55d

Assuming that the lifetime of the excited states isg−1 and all
decay pathways are equally probable, we obtaing14=g24
=g34=g /3 andG14

p =G24
p =G34

p =g /2, as well as

LD
p frstdg = sg/3dhL14

p frstdg + L24
p frstdg + L34

p frstdgj s56d

with Lmn
p frstdg as defined in Eq.(43).

For comparison, the decay-induced decoherence rates
(19) for an inverted tripod, i.e., a transition between a non-
degenerate ground stateu4l and a threefold-degenerate ex-
cited state with population relaxation as indicated in Fig. 3
are

G12
p =

1

2
sg41 + g42d,

G13
p =

1

2
sg41 + g43d,

G23
p =

1

2
sg42 + g43d,

G14
p =

1

2
g41,

G24
p =

1

2
g42,

G34
p =

1

2
g43, s57d

and assuming that the lifetime of the excited states isg−1 we
thus obtaing41=g42=g43=g and G14

p =G24
p =G34

p =g /2, G12
p

=G23
p =G13

p =g, as well as

LD
p frstdg = ghL41

p frstdg + L42
p frstdg + L43

p frstdgj s58d

with Lmn
p frstdg as defined in Eq.(43).

Interestingly, the decay-induced decoherence rates for
transitions between the upper and lower sublevels are the
same for both systems. In the absence of pure dephasing, the
only difference between the two cases is that the degenerate
subspace remains decoherence-free for the tripod system,
while the decoherence rates for the inverted tripod are equal
to the spontaneous emission rateg for the upper levels. This
basic situation does not change very much if we add pure
dephasing since the tripod and inverted tripod systems are
equivalent as far as pure dephasing is concerned. However,
there will be additional constraints, and we shall in particular
study the caseG14

d =G24
d =G34

d =Gd and G12
d =G23

d =G2
d, which

one might expect to occur in many systems for reasons of
symmetry.

If Gd=0 then the necessary conditions(35) can be satis-
fied only forG2

d=G13
d =0, i.e., if there is no pure dephasing for

transitions between the upper and lower sublevels then all
pure dephasing rates are zero and all decoherence in the sys-
tem must be due to population relaxation. Hence,LD

d frstdg
=0. Otherwise, setG2

d=aGd and G13
d =bGd. Inserting these

values into the coefficient matrixb8 [Eq. (31)] allows us to
directly derive necessary and sufficient conditions for posi-
tivity of this matrix by computing its eigenvalues:

detsb8/Gd − lId = sb − ldsl2 − pl + qd,

where p=3+2a−b and q=s4a−a2−bd /2, shows immedi-
ately that the eigenvalues ofb8 are l1=G13

d , and l2/3
=sp±Îp2−4qd /2. Hence, necessary and sufficient conditions
for positive semidefiniteness ofb8 areG13

d ù0, pù0, andq
ù0, and the dephasing superoperator can be written as

LD
d frstdg = G13

d hvA1rstd,A1b + vA1,rstdA1bj/2 + l2hvA2rstd,A2b

+ vA2,rstdA2bj/2 + l3hvA3rstd,A3b

+ vA3,rstdA3bj/2, s59d

where we have

A1 = sVs2,2d8 − Vs3,3d8 d/Î2,

A2 = f4ãVs1,1d8 + sb̃ + xdVs2,2d8 − sb̃ + xdVs3,3d8 g/s2xd,

A3 = f4ãVs1,1d8 + sb̃ − xdVs2,2d8 − sb̃ − xdVs3,3d8 g/s2xd

with Vsm,nd8 as defined in Eq.(30), andã=a−1, b̃=b−1, and
x=Î8sa−1d2+sb−1d2. Furthermore,pù0 implies bø3
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+2a and qù0 is equivalent toas4−adùbù0 and hence
implies 0øa ,bø4.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Starting with very basic assumptions we defined a simple
yet general relaxation superoperator, which should be ad-
equate to describe a wide variety of open systems not too
strongly coupled to their environment, solely in terms of ex-
perimentally observable quantities such as the population re-
laxation and decoherence rates of the system, without impos-
ing any restrictions on the types of population and phase
relaxation that can occur.

The advantage of a relaxation superoperator thus defined
is that it can describe the observed dissipative dynamics of
the system in principle as accurately as we can measure the
relaxation rates. Unfortunately, however, there are several
problems with this approach. One is that it can lead to relax-
ation superoperators that do not preserve complete or even
simple positivity, as we have explicitly shown for several
examples. Since any violation of positivity effectively means
negative or even nonreal probabilities, this is a serious prob-
lem.

To avoid such problems one must impose constraints on
the relaxation rates. We have analyzed the nature of these
basic constraints by expressing our relaxation superoperator
in the standard form for dissipative generators of quantum
dynamical semigroups derived by Gorini, Kossakowski, and
Sudarshan. We have also shown that it is possible to decom-
pose our generic relaxation superoperator into two distinct
parts associated with population relaxation and pure dephas-
ing processes, respectively, and that the coefficients of the
Kossakoswki generators for the population relaxation part
can be identified(usually uniquely) with the observed popu-
lation relaxation rates, the only restriction being the obvious
one that the decay rates be non-negative. Most importantly,
the expressions we obtain for the decoherence rates induced
by population relaxation agree with similar expressions
found in the literature.

However, population relaxation is usually not the only
source of decoherence. To account for other sources of de-
coherence, we have introduced pure dephasing rates for each
transition by subtracting the decoherence induced by popu-
lation relaxation processes from the observed overall deco-
herence rates. These pure dephasing rates define the pure-
phase-relaxation superoperator, and we express the
coefficients of the Kossakoswki generators for this part of
the relaxation superoperator explicitly in terms of these pure
dephasing rates for three- and four-level systems. These ex-
pressions, unlike the general expressions for the coefficients
of the population relaxation superoperator, are more compli-
cated, and the requirement of complete positivity results in
nontrivial constraints on the dephasing rates, which we have
analyzed specifically for three- and four-level systems, al-
though the same type of analysis can be performed for sys-
tems of higher dimension.

Finally, we have applied these general results to study
their concrete implications for several simple but commonly

used three- and four-level model systems such asL and V
systems, tripod and inverted tripod systems, and transitions
between doubly degenerate energy levels. In each case we
have attempted to makeconcretepredictions about inequality
constraints and correlations of the decoherence rates de-
manded by the requirement of complete positivity, which are
experimentally verifiable. Such experimental tests of the con-
straints could be useful in various ways. Confirmation of the
correlations would vindicate the semigroup description of the
dynamics. On the other hand, violation of the constraints
required by complete positivity would suggest that our
model of the system is not really adequate to capture its real
dynamics although it may still be useful for certain purposes.

IX. EPILOGUE: POSITIVE MATRICES

There has been a great deal of mathematical work on the
properties of positive matrices, and publications such as
[24–26] appear relevant to our problem at first glance. How-
ever, they really address other problems.

Man [24], for example, studies the problem of comparing
positive definite symmetric matrices, in particular answering
the question under what conditionsP.Q, i.e., P−Q posi-
tive, impliesP2.Q2 for positive definite symmetric matrices
P and Q. Unfortunately, these results are not applicable to
our problem. However, they may be relevant for issues such
as the comparison of density matrices.

Savage[25] considers the space ofn3n positive definite
matricesX with detsXd=1 under isometriesX→AXAT where
APSLsn,Rd and shows that it has a collection of simplices
preserved by the isometries and that the volume of the top-
dimensional ones has a uniform upper bound. One could
perhaps say that the density matricesr of interest to us are
positive, and that the dynamical Lie group of the system
provides isometries of a sort, but our density matrices are
positive matrices of trace 1, which actually rules out detr
=1, since positivity requires the eigenvalues to be non-
negative and Trsrd=1 requires that the sum of these eigen-
values be 1, which implies detsrd,1 unlessn=1 andr=1.

Similarly, Leighton and Newman[26] show that the num-
ber ofn3n integral, triple-diagonal matrices that are unimo-
dular, positive definite, and whose sub- and superdiagonal
elements are all 1 is the Catalan numbers2n/nd / sn+1d,
which is an interesting mathematical result but not relevant
to our problem since our density matrices, although positive
definite, are not usually tridiagonal, and even if they were,
the elements on the sub- and superdiagonals(the coherences)
would have to be less than 1 for normalized density matrices.
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